The FAQ ATTACK!
What is this? It’s a list of the top 6 things we’re asked by our customers. All of these items are already covered in detail
in the Booknook.biz Handbook, the READ ME FIRST, and our extensive FAQ. For more detail on any of these topics,
please go to the FAQ and type your query in the SEARCH box.

Formats:
1. eBooks come in two main/major formats: .MOBI for Amazon, and .ePUB for all others. PDF is a print-like
format that is used to create the layout for print books, and sometimes, as so-called “eBooks” on various sales
websites. None of the major eBook sellers (Amazon, B&N, iBooks) accept PDF’s to sell as “eBooks.” ePUB and
MOBI files are NOT UPLOADABLE at Createspace to make “POD” books, you’ll need a PDF for that.
2. Comic books can be made in special ways at Amazon, but not for other retailers. There are also dedicated
comic-book reading apps that have formats that work only in those environments. Ask if you have a comic book
you need converted.
3. “POD” is not a format; it’s an acronym. POD means “Print on Demand,” and it means nothing more than a
method by which a company like Createspace prints, one book at a time, as the book is ordered by a reader.
This exists as an alternative to printing, for example, 1,000 copies of your book in advance, storing it, and doing
the fulfillment (shipping, etc.) yourself to your book-buyers, reviewers and readers. POD books are, by and
large, created from PDF files provided by you to the POD-printing company in final layout.

ISBN:
1.

eBooks: No, you don’t need an ISBN if you are going to be selling your eBooks directly at Amazon, B&N and
iBooks.
2. eBooks, Part 2: You may need an ISBN if you are planning on using any distributor or aggregator, like
Draft2Digital or Smashwords. If you are going to use a distributor or aggregator, ask them.
3. Print Books: If you are putting a book in print, yes, you will need an ISBN. You can acquire ISBN’s in the USA by
going to BOWKER. If you need more than one, the 10pack, at $250, is your best bargain (10 ISBN’s for $250,
versus 1 ISBN for $125.00).
4. Both: If you have print and digital, no, you cannot reuse your print ISBN for your eBook.

Covers:
1. The optimal cover shape, to cover most e-readers and retailers, is 1:1.6. This is an aspect ratio of approximately
1:1.6 (1.6 times as high as it is wide). It doesn’t have to be exact, but should be close. Use JPEG format.
2. The optimal size for the CATALOG image for Amazon is: 2820 pixels on the short side and 4500 pixels on the long
side. If you have an original cover made about this size, you can make a cover big/small enough for everyone
else. This size represents 300 pixels-per-inch, to put enough clarity in your image so it looks good.
3. For the embedded cover, we recommend not smaller than 1,000 pixels on the short side, which gives you
roughly 1600 pixels (a 1:1.6 aspect ratio) on the long side.
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4. YES, even though we embed the cover in your eBooks, you’ll have to upload the cover again at Amazon, iBooks,
B&N and KoboBooks, as well as other distributors. Get out ahead of the game and have your various-sized
covers made and ready-to-hand for uploading when you publish the book.
5. If your cover is white, put a border around it. Add a very narrow (3-4 pixel) border in medium grey so that it
doesn’t disappear into Amazon’s webpage. Tell your cover designer.
6. If you are doing a print book, you need a wraparound cover—front, back and spine. The spine can’t be finished
until your book is completely laid-out, so that the cover designer knows the page count, and thus, the WIDTH of
the spine.
7. If you have a “fixed-format” book, your uploaded cover at Amazon must be the identical size as the body of your
book. Ask your book converter to ensure you have the right-sized cover.
8. eBooks really shouldn’t have “rear covers.” They look dreadful in digital readers, and they aren’t seen until after
the reader has seen, looked at, bought, downloaded and read the entire book. The purpose of rear covers—to
interest someone into buying your book—is completely lost in eBooks. If you want your rear cover content in
your eBook, add it in a page in the front, like blurbs or praise.

Copyright:
1. In the USA, your novel/book is copyrighted the moment you have finished it. You don’t need to “register” your
copyright, just to say you have one. However, if someone steals your book, you cannot file a lawsuit about it
until you have registered the copyright at the Copyright Office.
2. Go here: http://www.copyright.gov/eco/ to register your copyright for a mere $35.00.
3. Don’t pay some company good money to do this for you. It’s simple and straightforward.

Metadata:
1. Metadata is nothing but connecting with your reader, and getting “found” amidst millions of other authors and
books. A very good article on how to use metadata, and not be intimidated by it, was written by Beth Bacon:
http://www.digitalbookworld.com/2014/8-ways-for-self-published-authors-rise-above-their-fear-of-metadata/ .
For a more in-depth look, our PBS/Mediashift article about how metadata works in the bowels of the Internet, is
here: http://www.pbs.org/mediashift/2010/10/a-self-publishers-guide-to-metadata-for-books285.html

Uploading a new book file over an Existing Book at Amazon:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to the KDP;
Log into your bookshelf view.
Select the book, and click the book NAME to start editing the book DETAILS page.
Scroll Down to STEP 6 (again, this is on the Step 1 page), and then,
Click BROWSE, and upload the NEW file over the old file, simply by selecting the new file from your computer.
The whirly-javascript-thing will go around for a while, but eventually, you'll get the green checkmark, saying
"upload and conversion successful."
7. At that point, you should double-check the online preview (immediately below Step 6) and ensure that you're
seeing what you expect. Please note that on occasion, Amazon's online previewer will display the wrong 'start
reading location,' but this gets fixed before the book actually goes on sale. If that happens to you, don't worry
about it.
8. You'll have to click a few more boxes on that page, and you'll confirm pricing, etc.. on Page 2 of the process, but
it's only a few spots, and takes not more than 5 minutes, once the book has uploaded.
9. That's it! That's all there is to it. You're done, once you see the notification that the book is being updated
and/or published and/or in review.
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